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Abstract— The implementation of a system that amalgamates 

encryption with biometric authentication to provide high level 

security is the sole purpose of this paper. The system is based on 

the hybrid algorithm of the LSB stegnography and mixed key 

cryptography which is being secured by a key which is of 

variable length and also finger printing is used in order to 

generate key and to provide better security. As the proposed 

work can be applied on both text as well as images.The propose 

work make use of biometric thinning and binarization in order 

to generate minutia which is helful in generating key. Based on 

hybrid algorithm, LSB stegnography and cryptoghaphy is being 

used.  

 

 
Index Terms— Biometric, Cryptography, Steganography.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the present scenario, where security is the major concern in 

the recent era, encryption is one of thr methods through which 

we can save our data or information & can provide a security. 

In our proposed work, we have used biometric authentication 

as our key. As we know, no two persons can have the same 

fingerprint due to its unique quality. So here in the proposed 

work we are using finger prints as our key.The system flow of 

the process is the combination of steganography and 

cryptography of the covert image transmission with the 

biometric authentication. The minutia is generated as a 

variable key and the covert image is hidden in cover image 

using LSB steganography. The steganographed image is 

encrypted using cryptography with the variable length 

biometric key. The recovery exist at receiver end with the 

stego image is created and decrypted following recover age of 

cover & covert image. Covert channels area unit extremely 

onerous to put in in real systems, and may usually be detected 

by observation system performance. Additionally, they suffer 

from a coffee SNR and low knowledge rates (typically, on the 

order of a couple of bits per second).They will even be 

removed manually with a high degree of assurance from 

secure systems by well established covert channel analysis 

methods. 

Covert channels area unit distinct from, and sometimes 

confused with, legitimate channel exploitations that attack 
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low-assurance pseudo-secure systems victimisation schemes 

like steganography or perhaps less subtle schemes to disguise 

prohibited objects within legitimate info objects[1-3].The 

legitimate channel misuse by steganography is specifically 

not a kind of covert channel. Covert channels will tunnel 

through secure operative systems and need special measures 

to regulate. Covert channel analysis is that the solely 

well-tried thanks to management covert channels in contrast, 

secure operative systems will simply stop misuse of 

legitimate channels, therefore distinctive each is vital. The 

LSB steganography being least significant bit, the thought 

behind LSB embedding is that if we modify the last bit worth 

of a picture element, there won’t be a lot of visible 

amendment within the color. In cryptography, a hybrid 

cryptosystem is one which mixes the convenience of a 

public-key cryptosystem with the potency of a symmetric-key 

cryptosystem. Public-key cryptosystems are convenient 

therein they are doing not need the sender and receiver to 

share a typical secret so as to speak firmly (among different 

helpful properties). However, they typically have confidence 

difficult mathematical computations and ar therefore usually 

way more inefficient than comparable symmetric-key 

cryptosystems. In several applications, the high price of 

encrypting long messages during a public-key cryptosystem 

is preventive. The biometric authentication if each samples of 

the biometric information match, authentication is confirmed. 

Typically, identity verification is employed to manage access 

to physical and digital resources like buildings, rooms and 

computing devices. 

II.  METHODOLOGY 

For, the propose work, we have used finger print image to 

generate a key ,which is a unique random variable generated 

in order to encrypt and decrypt the cover image as well as 

covert image. For the stegnography , the LSB stegnography is 

used in order to get the stegnographed image. Then,  use of 

mixed key cryptography to encrypt the image. For the finger 

print we have used binarization as well as thinning to 

generate a unique key. Now, we will use this finger print and 

get the minutia from the thinning. From the minutia, flash 

minutia is removed and then we can export the minutia. 
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Fig 1:Unique key generation 

III.  RESULT 

We below show the covert image transmission over an 

unsecured channel using hybrid stegnography & 

cryptography with biometric authentication.  

Step 1: We can observe that a image file is loaded by 

clicking on file menu option.  

Step 2: We can see the original image of finger print which 

we will binarize & thining will be done manually and 

automatically. 

Step 3: We generate minutia and variable length key with 

the length and width of fingerprint image.  

Step 4:We then apply neighbourhood operation by clicking 

on find minutia option. On the thining option we see thining 

image of finger print perfectly.  

Step 5:When we click on find minutia option then we can 

see the minutia image of finger print that we have used. The 

region of interest button is shown as key. 

Step 6:The covert image is being hidden inside cove image 

and being stegnographed and encrypted. 

Step 7:The recovery process exists at receiver end and 

covert image is recovered.  

 

In this window we can see covert image by click on recover 

covert image. That is our secure image. 

 

 

 
 

            Fig 2:Panel view of covert image recovered 

 

Analysis: The result so obtained may be made to send & 

receive the exact the same covert image through the 

procedure as explained. 

 

  

 

 
                                Fig 3: Transmitter side 

 

As shown above the panel view of the transmitter side the 

images of the cover image & covert image are of the different 

format viz RGB ,text etc and the random key is generated to 

encrypted the image. 

The recovery exists at the receiver end with the same 

encrypted image & key the cover and finally the covert image 

is obtained as shown below. 
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Fig 4: Receiver side 

IV.  CONCLUSION 

We have proposed a method using biometric 

authentication by applying the LSB stegnogrphy and 

cryptography on the text and images. As in the stegnography 

it also covers the  multi object cover image in spite of the 

single stage stegnography. As by using LSB stegnography , 

we will hide our covert image into the cover image and 

through the mixed key cryptography , we will generate a 

unique random variable which will act as a key to encrypt the 

image and further through the decryption process, we will 

retrieve our cover as well as covert image .Also, security 

being major concern now days, we have used finger print as a 

base to provide security which works well for the process. In 

this way we are achieving high level security for the proposed 

method. 
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